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GOVERNMENT, UTIL IT IES, INDUSTRY A N D UNIVERSITIES: 
PARTNERS FOR NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA AND ABROAD 

D.G. Hurst, John E. Woolston 

ABSTRACT 

In Canada, eleven power reactors installed or committed at four 
sites wi l l provide 5 520 MW(e ) for an investment of $1 800 mil l ion. 
Uranium production during the decade 1958-1967 totalled 79 700 tonnes 
U 3 0 8 worth $1 621 mil l ion. For nuclear research, development and 
control, the federal government employs about 6 000 people and spends 
about $80 mil l ion/year which includes the cost of operating three major 
research reactors (> 30 MW each). Aggregate commerc ia l isotope pro
duction has reached 14 megacuries, and Canada has about 3 000 licensed 
users . Three power and two research reactors of Canadian design are 
or wi l l be installed in developing countries overseas . 

Legislat ion in 1946 made atomic energy a federal responsibil ity 
and established an Atomic Energy Control Board. The Board's regul
ations, which deal pr imar i ly with health, safety and security, are 
administered with the co-operation of appropriate departments of the 
federal and provincial governments. Large -sca le nuclear research 
began in 1941 and continued under the National Research Council until 
1952 when the federal government created a public corporation, Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited, to take over both research and the exploit
ation of atomic energy. Another public corporation, Eldorado Nuclear 
L imited, conducts research and development on the processing of uran
ium and operates Canada's only uranium ref inery, but prospecting and 
mining is undertaken large ly by private companies. 

The publicly owned e lectr ical utilities of Ontario and Quebec 
operate nuclear power stations and participate, with governments, in 
their financing. P r i va te industry undertakes extensive development and 
manufacturing, mainly under contract to Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited and the uti l i t ies, and industry has formed its own Canadian 
Nuclear Associat ion. Canadian universities undertake nuclear research, 
and rece ive significant government support; one has operated a research 
reactor since 1959. 

Canada's nuclear program is entirely directed to peaceful applic
ations, and Canada has ratified the Treaty on Non-Prol i ferat ion of 
Nuclear Weapons. The government has eleven bi lateral treaties for 
nuclear co-operation; inter-agency agreements facilitate such co-oper 
ation with four additional countries. Appropriate loans support reactor 
construction in developing countries, and training is arranged. 
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The organization o f atomic energy in Canada reflects the priorities 
of scientific and economic policy as well as the accidents of history. 
Canada gained an early start because o f its involvement in the military 
program of the Second World War [ 1 , 2 ] , but immediately after that War, 
the priorities changed to those of research and of peaceful applications. 
Legislation was passed to define responsibilities, and an institutional frame
work was established [ 3 ] . 

During the last twenty-five years, the achievements of research and 
development have defined the routes to economic applications. The basic 
law has been consolidated, and the institutions have developed — but more 
in size than number. For Canada, the nuclear activities of these 
twenty-five years have involved trade and investment that may be counted 
in billions of dollars. The locations of the major centres are identified in 
Fig. 1. 

The basic philosophy has been to make use of existing institutions 
wherever possible. New institutions have been created only when the 
volume of work or special needs required them. Thus, although the main 
regulatory body, the Atomic Energy Control Board ( A E C B ) , was founded 
in 1946, it was not until 1960 that its staff reached ten persons. The 
application and enforcement of the Board's regulations has largely been 
carried out through the agencies of appropriate existing bodies. For 
example, the Department of National Health and Welfare and corres-
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Fig. 1 — Principal nuclear installations in Canada. 

ponding provincial bodies undertake the monitoring and inspection neces
sary to ensure the protection of persons from radiation hazards. Similarly, 
the government's main arm for research and development, the National 
Research Council, carried operational responsibility for nuclear research 
until 1952, when this work had reached an extent and maturity that 
necessitated the formation of a separate institution. 

LEGISLATION [4 ,5 ] 

Canada is a confederation o f ten provinces. The Constitution, which 
dates from 1867, assigns particular responsibilities to the federal 
parliament and to the provincial legislatures, and all responsibilities not so 
assigned are responsibilities of the federal parliament. But the Constitution 
also empowers the federal parliament to take under its own jurisdiction 
"Such Works " as it declares to be " f o r the general Advantage of Canada"; 
and, in 1946, the federal parliament made such a declaration to cover all 
activities related to atomic energy. Having done so, the federal parliament 
acquired exclusive jurisdiction, and the provincial legislatures have re
frained accordingly. 

The principal statute is the Atomic Energy Control Act , which was 
first made law in 1946 and has subsequently been amended [ 6 ] . The Act 
is a short document establishing and defining the powers of the AECB 
[ 7 ] , a body with five members whose President is also its full-time 
executive officer. The Act empowers the Board to make regulations [ 8 ] 
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covering the development of all aspects of atomic energy, to disseminate 
and control information, and to offer scholarships and grants to promote 
research and the training o f personnel. The Act authorizes a Minister 
designated by the government to carry out research and the exploitation 
o f atomic energy and gives him substantial powers for this purpose, 
including the power to acquire or establish companies that are wholly 
owned in the name o f Her Majesty and that are supported by monies 
voted by parliament. 

The only other piece of legislation specifically concerned with 
atomic energy is the recent Nuclear Liability Act [ 9 , 1 0 ] . This places all 
responsibility for nuclear damage on the operator o f a nuclear installation. 
It requires the operator to obtain insurance in the amount of $75 million 
(part o f which may be re-insured by the government) . It also provides for 
the establishment of a Nuclear Damage Claims Commission to deal with 
claims for compensation when the government deems that a special 
tribunal is necessary. The Act recognizes that Canada may enter inter
national arrangements in respect of nuclear liability, but Canada is not at 
present a party to any such arrangement. 

In statements to the federal parliament [ 1 1 ] , the government has 
also indicated its intentions to introduce legislation or regulations that 
would set limits on foreign ownership in companies engaged in uranium 
mining. 

R E G U L A T I O N A N D C O N T R O L 

Health and Safety 

Standards for the radiation protection o f atomic-energy workers and 
of the general population are given legal effect in the Regulations [ 8 ] of 
the AECB. These standards closely parallel the recommendations of the 
International Commission for Radiological Protection. 

Control of Nuclear Materials 

By issuing licences, the AECB regulates all dealings in prescribed 
materials, such as uranium, thorium, plutonium and heavy water. A person 
finding a mineral deposit containing more than 0.05% by weight o f 
uranium or thorium is required to inform the Geological Survey of 
Canada. Thereafter an AECB licence is required to explore or to mine a 
uranium property. Mining licences are given only to companies that have 
been incorporated under Canadian federal or provincial law. 

The uranium licences require detailed reporting on the exploration 
and on production. Sales within Canada may be made only to appro
priately licensed bodies and exports are strictly controlled. A policy first 
announced in 1958 and extended in 1965 and 1969 [ 1 2 ] requires safe
guards agreements for exports if these exceed 2 500 pounds (1 134 kg) to 
any one country; the amounts are limited to those required for a five-year 
stockpile in the safeguarded installation. With the coming into force of the 
Treaty on the Non-Proliférât ion of Nuclear Weapons ( N P T ) , Canada will 
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TABLE I. CANADIAN NUCLEAR REACTORS 

Research and Test Reactors [13] 
Name Location Power Type and Purpose 
(Date) 

ZEEP Chalk River, <100W Tank for D20-moderated lattice 
(1945) Ontario experiments 

N R X 3 Chalk River, 30-40MW D2 0-moderated, HjO-cooled for 
(1947) Ontario research, engineering tests and 

isotope production 

NRU Chalk River, 100-12SMW D20-moderated, D20-cooled for 
(1957) Ontario research, engineering tests and 

isotope production 

PTR Chalk River, lOkW Highly enriched pool reactor for 
(1957) Ontario swing measurements of reactivity 

Toronto Toronto, _ Sub-critical university reactor for 
University Ontario research and teaching, D2O-
(1958) moderated 

McMaster Hamilton, 2MW Highly enriched pool reactor for 
University Ontario university and industrial research 
(1959) and isotope production 

ZED-2 Chalk River, 150W Tank for D20-moderated lattice 
(1960) Ontario experiments 

WR-1 Pinawa, 60MW D20-moderated, organic-cooled for 
(1965) Manitoba research and engineering tests 

SLOWPOKE Chalk River, SkW Highly enriched self-regulating 
(1970) Ontario 0 pool reactor for neutron activation 

Power Reactors (including those committed for construction)0'1 

Station and Location Start-up Power Coolant 
MW(e) 

NPD, Rolphton, Ontario 1962 22.5 Boiling D 2 0 

Douglas Point, Ontario 1967 208 Pressurized D 2 O 
Gentilly, Québec 1971 250 Boiling H 2 0 

Pickering, Ontario 197 l-> 4x508 Pressurized D 2 O 
Bruce, Ontario 197S-» 4x752 Pressurized D 2 O 

3 The NRX design is used in the CIRUS reactor at Trombay, India, and in a reactor under 
construction in Taiwan. 

b SLOWPOKE will be moved to the University of Toronto in 1971. 

All reactors are moderated with heavy water and fuelled with natural-uranium oxide in 
zirconium-alloy pressure tubes. 

^ Canadian reactor designs are also employed for the KANUPP 125-MW(e) nuclear power 
plant in Pakistan and the RAPP 2x200-MW(e) stations in Rajasthan State, India. 
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take into account the N P T safeguards agreements that countries may have 
concluded with the International Atomic Energy Agency ( I A E A ) . 

Until October 1968, only the federal government or its agencies 
could own plutonium, enriched uranium or uranium-233. Private owner
ship is now possible with the appropriate licences, but these are granted 
only after a thorough investigation o f an applicant's facilities, equipment 
and procedures. The personnel must have had adequate training and, when 
the amounts exceed 100 g, the application is considered by a Criticality 
Panel. As for other operations involving radioactive materials and 
radiation, the AECB seeks the advice of the Department of National 
Health and Welfare and of the appropriate provincial health department on 
radiation safety before granting a licence. 

Export licences are processed with the co-operation o f the Depart
ment of Industry, Trade and Commerce; import licences are processed 
with the co-operation of the Department of National Revenue (Customs) 

Radioisotopes 

Licences are required for all dealings in radioisotopes involving more 
than a defined minimum level of activity. A licence is issued only when 
the AECB and its health advisors are satisfied that the applicant is 
qualified and equipped to use the material with safety. Medical applica
tions o f radioisotopes are reviewed by an Advisory Committee on the 
Clinical Uses of Radioisotopes o f the Department of National Health and 
Welfare and must conform with the Food and Drug Regulations. 

Periodic checks are made to ensure that licencees comply with the 
regulations and standards. The inspect.ors have been appointed from among 
the staff of the Department of National Health and Welfare and from 
appropriate departments of provincial governments. 

A t present, Canada has about 3 000 licensed users of isotopes. 
Starting from 1 January 1970 the validity of all licences is limited to two 
years, after which they must be renewed. 

Reactors 

A list of Canadian reactors is given in Table I. A technical account 
of the criteria for judging reactor safety in Canada is given in another 
paper [ 1 4 ] presented at this Conference. All proposals are subject to 
formal and detailed reviews in at least three steps — for approving the site, 
for construction and then for operation. 

Before licences are issued, the AECB refers the application to its 
Reactor Safety Advisory Committee ( R S A C ) . The members are appointed 
because of their expert knowledge and, in some cases, also as representa
tives of appropriate government departments. For any particular applica
tion, the membership is augmented by appropriate officers of the 
provincial governments involved and by the Medical Officer of Health o f 
the local city or county administration. The R S A C is assisted by AECB 
staff members who also act as inspectors to ensure compliance with the 
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conditions of licences that are issued; the AECB maintains staff members 
resident at certain sites. 

The AECB also maintains a control over the qualifications and 
experience of the key personnel operating the reactors that it has licensed. 
Shift supervisors and control-room operators are examined by the AECB's 
Reactor Operators Examination Committee. 

Reactors operated by the federal government have been exempted 
from the need for A E C B licences. These are all research reactors and are 
within the establishments of the government-owned company, Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited ( A E C L ) . A E C L has its own Nuclear Safety 
Advisory Committee which includes a member of the staff of AECB. 

Accelerators 

Over many years the appropriate federal and provincial departments 
have developed procedures to ensure that X-ray machines and other 
radiation-emitting devices [ 1 5 ] are operated safely. However, in recent 
years there has been an upsurge in the construction and use of particle 
accelerators, not only for research, but also for medicine and industry. 
Altogether there are now about 50 particle accelerators in Canada, and 
many of these machines are capable o f producing very intense fields of 
radiation and substantial quantities of radioactive materials. The A E C B 
has, therefore, progressively developed a system of licensing and surveil
lance and has an Accelerator Safety Advisory Committee whose com
position and functions parallel those of its Reactor Safety Advisory Com
mittee. A formal licensing procedure has been mandatory since March 
1970. 

Other Nuclear Plants 

Using its broad general powers under the Act and Regulations, the 
AECB may intervene where appropriate to review the safety of any plant 
that processes prescribed materials and to subject it to a formal licensing 
procedure. Committees are established with the appropriate expertise and 
representation. Such bodies have studied the safety of a plant for the 
production of uranium hexafluoride and several plants for the production 
of heavy water. 

Transportation of Nuclear Materials 

The various authorities that regulate transportation by rail, sea and 
air obtain technical advice from the AECB on packaging and shipping 
procedures for radioactive material. The A E C B itself regulates the trans
port of radioactive materials by road pending the designation of an 
authority to regulate all aspects of the transport of dangerous commodities 
by road. The AECB's Shipping Containers Order applies to all forms of 
transport. 

The regulations applied in Canada are based on those proposed by 
the I A E A in 1967, and Canada is taking an active part in the work of 
revising its draft regulations. In accordance with the I A E A recommenda-
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tion, large shipments of radioactive material are subject to "certificates of 
compliance", which are prepared by AECB and endorsed by the 
appropriate authority for rail, sea or air transport. 

RESEARCH A N D DEVELOPMENT 

Government research and development in atomic energy is largely 
the responsibility of AECL . This is a company set up pursuant to the 
Atomic Energy Control Act . It reports to parliament through the Minister 
of Energy, Mines and Resources [ 1 6 ] . 

The company is headed by a Board of Directors whose eleven 
members are appointed by the Minster and who bring to the Board 
experience in the universities, the electrical utilities and industry. A 
simplified organization chart is shown in Fig. 2. The current budget for 
research and development is about $70 million. 

MIN ISTER OF 
E N E R G Y , MINES AND R E S O U R C E S 

SEN IOR VICE-
PRES IDENT SCIENCE 

BOARD OF D IRECTORS 

S E C R E T A R Y T R E A S U R E R 

ESTABL I SHMENTS V ICE-PRES IDENT 
ADMIN I STRAT ION 

VICE-PRES IDENT 
CHALK R I V E R 

VICE-PRESIDENT 
W H I T E S H E L L 

V ICE-PRES IDENT 
POWER PRO J ECTS 

V ICE-PRES IDENT 
COMMERC IAL PRODUCTS 

Fig. 2 — Atomic Energy of Canada Limited: simplified organization chart. 

When the company was formed in 1952, it took over the Division of 
Atomic Energy o f the National Research Council ( N R C ) . With the N R C 
Division, came the staff, laboratories and equipment that had been built 
up over the preceding seven years at Chalk River, Ontario. N o w known as 
the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, this establishment represents 
Canada's principal investment in nuclear research and development. In 
recent years, the staff has remained fairly constant at about 2 400 of 
which about 400 have been professional research workers with appropriate 
training in physics, chemistry, biology, engineering or related disciplines. 

It is interesting to note that, at no time, has the government 
concentrated all its nuclear research effort in one establishment. Geological 
research has been left with the Geological Survey o f Canada and the 
equivalent provincial departments. Research on extraction and processing 
of uranium has been mainly the responsibility of the Mines Branch (now 
part of the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources) and to some 
extent, of Eldorado Nuclear Limited, another public corporation. For 
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many years the Chalk River establishment did not employ its own 
metallurgists; instead the Mines Branch conducted metallurgical research in 
support of the nuclear program both at Ottawa and in special facilities at 
Chalk River. Similarly, N R C retains responsibilities for the standardization 
of radioactive sources, and it shares with Chalk River the responsibilities 
for fundamental research in radiation biology [ 1 7 ] . The Department o f 
National Health and Welfare has conducted studies related to the radiation 
protection of workers and the general population. The Department of 
Agriculture has been concerned with radioactive contamination of food by 
fall-out and methods for its reduction. 

Thus, it can be seen that no rigid boundaries have been drawn 
between the research responsibilities of the different federal agencies. 
Work is done where the talent and equipment exist, and duplication has 
been avoided through appropriate consultations — most of them informal. 

The boundaries between basic and applied research are always 
difficult to delineate. Nevertheless, it is true to say that the Chalk River 
program has always had a substantial component of true basic research — 
nuclear and solid-state physics, nuclear and radiation chemistry, materials 
science and radiation biology. The existence of this strong component o f 
basic research is believed to have had an important influence in main
taining high scientific standards through all phases of the establishment's 
work. Personnel with many years o f experience in basic research have 
moved over into applied research and have brought with them advanced 
concepts in experimental methodology. When serious immediate problems 
arose in applied research, basic research workers could be called in to join 
temporary task forces that were highly successful in finding the needed 
solutions. 

But, while the basic research programs have been broad, the applied 
research programs have tended to be highly concentrated. In the early 
1950's Canada decided to fol low a single route to economic nuclear 
power — the heavy-water-moderated reactor. For a country with Canada's 
limited resources in applied research, dissipation of effort in several direc
tions might have been disastrous and, in any case, would have not 
permitted the progress that was made. 

The applied research programs at Chalk River in support of nuclear 
power have involved particularly reactor physics, fuel development, 
moderator and coolant chemistry, corrosion and radiation effects on 
reactor materials, electronics and simulation, and computer studies of 
costs. 

The investments in equipment — particularly the reactors, the reactor 
loops, the accelerators, the facilities for work on highly radioactive 
materials, such as irradiated fuel, high-speed computers and the engineering 
equipment — have been supported by a strong infra-structure of technical 
services and tradesmen. Because of its remoteness from centres of 
industrial activity, Chalk River needed to develop its own cadres of 
draughtsmen, maintenance crews, construction workers, transportation 
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services, storekeepers, electricians, carpenters, etc. With a flexible in-house 
capability, ef fort is directed where it is most immediately needed and, 
where necessary, can be maintained for all the hours of the day and all 
the days of the year. 

Towards the end of the 1950's, Chalk River had grown so that the 
number of its employees was approaching 2 500. A t this point the 
management of A E C L took note of the experience of other large research 
and development establishments and recognized that continued growth 
might lead to a need for much more complex administrative structure. 
A E C L had had a very small head off ice in Ottawa and, at Chalk River, 
administration had been kept as a relatively small component of the total 
staff. Much depended on the patterns of close informal communication 
that build up in a society that is somewhat isolated and that is dedicated 
to common objectives. If further growth made it impossible to rely on this 
informal co-ordination, a much more complex structure might become 
necessary. 

The decision was taken to limit further expansion at Chalk River 
and to set up a new research centre at Pinawa in the province of 
Manitoba. Known as the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, this is 
now completing its first decade. Many of the original staff came by 
transfer from Chalk River; they brought with them the traditions and 
experience of the older establishment and were able to maintain close 
links with their colleagues still located there. Whiteshell embarked on a 
program of basic research centred on the properties of materials and a 
program of applied research centred on the use of organic coolants for 
improving the steam-cycle efficiency of heavy-water-moderated power 
reactors. Because of the extent of the program of basic nuclear physics at 
Chalk River, Whiteshell has excluded this from its range o f activities. 
Whiteshell's staff now totals about 800 with about 150 professional 
research workers. 

Other establishments of A E C L — its Commercial Products group in 
Ottawa and its Power Projects group near Toronto — carry out applied 
research and development in fields directly associated with their main 
objectives. 

Canadian universities have had a long tradition o f participation in 
nuclear research. It was at McGill University in Montreal that Ernest 
Rutherford carried out much of his early research on radioactivity. In the 
postwar years many universities have acquired accelerators for research and 
one, McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, has a 2 - MW pool reactor. 

As part o f the financial support that universities receive from federal 
and provincial governments, there is a continuing program of grants in 
support of university research related to atomic energy. Advisory com
mittees review the work underway and make appropriate recommendations 
to N R C and AECB, the principal granting bodies. A separate major item is 
the construction of the Tri-University Meson Facility ( T R I U M F ) , a 
500-MeV spiral-ridge cyclotron [ 1 8 ] ; the capital grants for this facility 
total almost $30 million. 
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A E C L maintains close contacts with appropriate departments of 
Canadian universities, partly through contracts under which the universities 
carry out resarch or development to meet A E C L objectives. Both Chalk 
River and Whiteshell provide facilities for Ph.D. candidates. A t Chalk River 
an Experiments Advisory Committee reconciles the needs o f university and 
A E C L scientists for time on Chalk River equipment. Whiteshell has a 
special arrangement with the University of Manitoba under which some of 
its staff hold honorary faculty appointments. 

Industrial research on atomic energy has mainly developed through 
co-operative programs with AECL . A t present, A E C L is spending about $4 
million per year on development contracts with industry. One major 
emphasis has been in the field of materials development, particularly for 
reactor fuels. Another is in design and development of new instruments 
[ 1 9 ] , and a noteworthy example is the development of large lithium-
drifted germanium detectors for precise measurement of gamma photons 
[ 2 0 ] . 

PRODUCTION OF N U C L E A R MATERIALS 

Co-operation between government and industry [ 2 1 ] is illustrated by 
the growth of production capabilities for uranium, thorium, heavy water 
and zirconium. 

The history and current status of Canada's uranium and thorium 
industry [ 2 2 ] are more fully outlined in another paper at this Conference 
[ 2 3 ] . Most of the uranium ore production capacity is in the hands o f 
private companies, and these have benefitted from the efforts of the 
Geological Survey of Canada, of the geological agencies of provincial 
governments and of university departments o f geology. Important support 
has also come from the Mines Branch of the Department o f Energy, Mines 
and Resources in the development of chemical methods of processing ores. 
A company — originally expropriated during the Second World War and 
now a Crown company known as Eldorado Nuclear Limited — operates the 
uranium refinery at Port Hope, Ontario. Feed for this refinery comes from 
Eldorado's own .mining operations and from the various private companies 
that are still operating their mines and mills. 

The vast expansion of the industry — particularly in the private 
sector — responded to the opportunities provided by government contracts 
with the United States and the United Kingdom: production in the decade 
1958—1967 totalled 79 700 tonnes U 3 O s worth $1 621 million. But 
despite some stretching out of these contracts, demand for uranium has 
been low in recent years. The government has provided some mitigation 
by buying for stockpiles, but in general the industry has had to conserve 
its resources and await the development of a stronger market. To provide 
for power reactors under construction, Ontario H y d r o 1 has made some 

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, the public utility providing 
electricity to the entire province. 
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long-term purchases, and forecasts for the remainder of this century 
indicate that the uranium industry will once again become a key com
ponent of Canada's national economy. 

At present Canada is not enriching uranium, although Eldorado does 
have a plant that produces U F 6 for enrichment elsewhere; it can also 
handle enriched UF^ in its processes for preparing feed to nuclear fuel 
fabricators. The question of an enrichment plant for Canada is under 
periodic review by the governments and industries that would need to be 
involved. 

The Canadian General Electric Company Limited (CGE ) and the 
Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited operate highly developed plants 
for the production of finished nuclear fuel. They have both co-operated 
closely with AECL , Ontario Hydro and Eldorado in research, development 
and irradiation testing to perfect the processes that now permit fuelling of 
Canadian power reactors at costs well below 1 m$/kWh [ 2 4 ] . Their 
planning is facilitated by contracts from A E C L and the power-reactor 
operators which give reliable indication of the production needed in the 
ensuing five years. Orders from other countries for finished fuel have not 
been large in comparison with domestic needs, but the capacity exists to 
handle larger orders. 

Canadian power-reactor fuel is clad in zirconium alloys, and 
zirconium is used extensively in the reactor structures. Eldorado com
pleted a plant in 1969 to extract zirconium, separate hafnium and produce 
300 tonne/year zirconium-metal billets. The market has not yet been great 
enough to establish a Canadian industry producing zirconium tubes, 
although industrial development of such processes has been carried out 
under A E C L contracts. 

Canada has a developing capacity for the production of heavy water 
[ 2 5 ] . Construction of the two first large plants was made possible by the 
favourable conditions offered by the government of Nova Scotia as part of 
its effort to attract new industry, and by the prices guaranteed by A E C L 
for purchases over the first years of operation. The third plant is being 
built by private industry directly for A E C L ; it will use steam from the 
Douglas Point nuclear power station — and eventually from the Bruce 
nuclear power station — as a source of process heat. Because of the delays 
in bringing the first two plants into product ion,AECL has been purchasing 
heavy water on the world market to provide the amounts needed for 
Canadian Deuterium Uranium ( C A N D U ) power reactors in this country 
and abroad. 

N U C L E A R POWER 

It was in the early 1950's that A E C L first recognized that its 
research work was pointing the way to a method of producing electricity 
that could compete in cost with the other sources of new power likely to 
be available in certain parts of Canada. In particular the province of 
Ontario was near to completing the harnessing of all its water-power 
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resources within reasonable distances of the load centres, and it was 
beginning to build thermal stations fired with imported coal. Nuclear 
power offered the possibility of stabilizing the cost of electricity and of 
avoiding substantial expenditures of foreign exchange. 

A study team was put together in 1954 to review AECL 's work and 
to make appropriate recommendations. The team involved individuals from 
utilities and industry, as well as staff from A E C L itself. It recommended 
the construction of a demonstration reactor, cooled and moderated with 
heavy water and fuelled with natural uranium. The design and con
struction of this reactor became a joint project involving AECL , Ontario 
Hydro and CGE. CGE had offered to invest some of its own money in the 
design work and was selected as the industrial partner following com
petitive bids. 

A team was set up at the Peterborough plant of CGE, and many of 
the staff were recruited from the experienced engineering personnel at 
Chalk River. Ontario Hydro used mainly its own personnel, but, where 
necessary, arranged for their training during attachments to Chalk River. 
Many Canadian industries became involved through sub-contracts for 
design and supply of components. AECL owns the nuclear portion of the 
Nuclear Power Demonstration ( N P D ) station, and Ontario Hydro owns the 
remainder of the plant. The entire station is operated by Ontario Hydro, 
which bills A E C L for the costs of operating the nuclear systems, but 
purchases the steam produced at prices linked to the cost of coal in 
southern Ontario. Ontario Hydro feeds the electricity from NPD into its 
provincial network. 

It was a continuation of the original study group (with somewhat 
different membership) that drew up the conceptual design of the 
208-MW(e) Douglas Point station. This t ime, however, the detailed design 
and construction became the joint responsibility o f A E C L and Ontario 
Hydro. A E C L established its Power Projects group near to Toronto to 
handle the work and again drew heavily on the engineering personnel at 
Chalk River to find the necessary staff. Ontario Hydro attached its own 
engineers to Power Projects where they worked as regular members of the 
A E C L teams. 

For Douglas Point, the financing was somewhat different from what 
it had been for NPD . The federal government, through AECL , was the 
main source o f the initial capital and it owns the entire station. The 
agreement provides that Ontario Hydro purchase the power at the prices 
at which it buys electricity from interconnected utilities. As with NPD, 
Ontario Hydro operates the station and feeds the power into its provincial 
network; provision is made for the eventual purchase of the station by 
Ontario Hydro. 

A major shift in the decision-making and financial responsibilities 
came with the commencement of work for the 4 x 508-MW(e) Pickering 
station. With the increasing maturity o f the design, the utility — Ontario 
Hydro — took over the major role. The first two reactors of the Pickering 
station were financed through interest-bearing loans provided jointly by 
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three partners, the federal government, the government of Ontario, and 
Ontario Hydro. A formula was agreed for the progressive repayment of 
their investments out of revenue from the station. The services of A E C L 
Power Projects were purchased for the design of the nuclear portion of the 
station. 

For the third and fourth reactors at Pickering and for the 4 x 
752-MW(e) Bruce station, the shift in financial responsibility goes all the 
way; Ontario Hydro raises the capital without any participation by the 
federal government. Again, however, A E C L Power Projects is providing 
design service on a repayment basis. 

The 250-MW(e) Gentilly station represented a different design concept; 
although the moderator is still heavy water, the medium for heat transport 
is boiling light water instead of the pressurized heavy water employed in 
the Douglas Point, Pickering and Bruce stations. Because of the novelty 
i n v o l v e d , t h e a r r a n g e m e n t s with the utility, la Commission 
hydro-électrique de Québec, fol low closely the pattern established for 
Douglas Point, i.e., A E C L finances and owns the station, but Hydro
Québec participated in the design, contracted for its construction, operates 
the station and will ultimately buy it. 

A E C L Power Projects has grown to a staff of nearly 1 000 including 
about 250 professional engineers. As well as the design offices, it has its 
own development laboratory and can draw on the research and develop
ment teams at Chalk River and Whiteshell for assistance in the resolution 
of particular problems. 

Fuller accounts of operating experience [ 2 6 ] and cost improvement 
work [ 2 7 ] are given in other papers at this Conference. Meanwhile Chalk 
River and Whiteshell carry on studies of more advanced systems [ 28 ,29 ] , 
and have given continuing attention to the metallurgy of reactor materials 
[ 30 ] and to matters such as environmental protection [ 3 1 ] . 

The CGE team at Peterborough, which was originally formed to 
design NPD, fo l lowed this with other nuclear-reactor work, notably the 
design of the WR-1 test reactor for Whiteshell and the design and con
struction of the K A N U P P power plant for Pakistan. However, when 
further orders did not materialize, CGE elected to concentrate the work of 
this team on fuel-handling machines and systems. Other Canadian com
panies have continued to develop their capacities to respond to the 
expanding needs of the nuclear power program, and one group of com
panies in the Montreal area has formed a consortium, Canatom Limited, to 
offer nuclear consulting services in Canada and abroad. 

ISOTOPES A N D R A D I A T I O N 

Canada was one of the first countries to enter the world market 
with cobalt-60. An early start was possible because of the production 
capacity of the N R X reactor, and with the success of the first irradiators 
and beam therapy equipment, provision was made for increasing 
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production capacity in N R U and in the power reactors. In recent years 
annual sales of isotopes and related equipment have amounted to about 
$10 million, most of them going to export. 

The Commercial Products group of A E C L receives irradiated 
materials from the reactors and puts them into the forms needed for sale. 
Depending on the isotope, this may involve chemical as well as mechanical 
handling. Equipment is produced for mounting the radiation sources, and 
often this equipment represents a greater proportion of the total value 
than the isotope material itself. This is especially true of the automatized 
irradiation equipment for cancer therapy and the large complex systems 
designed for industrial sterilization. 

Commercial Products provides design and consulting services to 
potential isotope users and helps in the development of processes. Much of 
the research and development is of a co-operative nature involving other 
appropriate institutions. Thus development of the food and agricultural 
applications [ 3 2 ] has been carried out with federal and provincial depart
ments of agriculture, with universities and with some of the larger food-
processing industries; Commercial Products has taken the initiative in 
seeking approvals for particular applications from the federal Food and 
Drug Directorate. Industrial applications [ 3 3 ] have been developed in 
association with particular companies. But although Commercial Products 
has obtained the advice of the medical profession in the design of its 
therapy equipment, research on the medical applications of isotopes and 
radiation has largely been left to the universities and hospitals [ 3 4 ] . 
Unlike some other countries, the federal government has not mounted any 
large program in the medical applications of atomic energy; it has main
tained a small effort related to its responsibilities for the protection of 
atomic-energy workers. 

I N F O R M A T I O N A N D EDUCAT ION 

The results of AECL ' s research and development work are published 
in the appropriate scientific and technical journals, both national and 
international. More detailed information is offered in a series of technical 
reports which are both sold to the public and exchanged with other 
institutions around the world [ 3 5 ] . 

AECL ' s technical information service, based at Chalk River, main
tains a national collection of atomic-energy literature and makes its 
services available throughout the country [ 3 6 ] ; it also provides the focus 
for Canada's participation in the International Nuclear Information System 
( I N I S ) . 

A Canadian Nuclear Association was established in 1960 and is 
primarily an association of corporate bodies — although provision is also 
made for individuals to join. At present it has about 170 corporate 
members including about 30 from other countries; the Canadian corporate 
members are mostly industries active in the nuclear field, especially mining 
and engineering, but they also include agencies o f federal and provincial 
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governments, utilities, university departments, banks and investment 
houses. The Association has eleven active committees studying particular 
aspects of nuclear development and making recommendations to the 
membership. It holds one major general conference each year at which 
Canadian nuclear progress is reviewed and often holds smaller shorter 
meetings on particular subjects. It publishes a monthly newsletter Nuclear 
Canada. A trade magazine Canadian Nuclear Technology was issued from 
1961 to 1967 by a large publisher of such magazines, but it was not a 
commercial success. Many Canadian nuclear scientists and engineers are 
members of the American Nuclear Society and participate in its 
professional activities. 

A E C L also sponsors conferences from time to time on appropriate 
subjects and offers the use of its facilities for atomic-energy meetings 
organized by international and professional groups. The series of A E C L 
symposia on atomic power [ 3 7 ] have provided an important medium for 
alerting senior officials of government, utilities and industry to the pro
gressive development of our nuclear power capability and its prospects for 
the future. 

Nuclear education in Canada was the subject of a recent review 
article [ 3 8 ] . In contrast to some other countries, Canada has relied more 
on on-the-job training than on the development of formal courses. Particu
larly noteworthy, however, is the Nuclear Training Centre established by 
Ontario Hydro at the NPD reactor at Rolphton, Ontario [ 3 9 ] . The centre 
has a staff of about 15 training officers and is equipped with laboratories 
for studies in health physics, electrical and mechanical work, hydraulics, 
heat transfer and computer simulation. Courses extend up to five years in 
duration and are directed to the needs o f those who will manage and operate 
nuclear power stations. La Commission hydro-électrique de Québec has 
also inaugurated training programs at which technical instruction is availa
ble in French. 

Many universities (particularly those that have accelerators) provide 
for postgraduate research and training in nuclear science. For nuclear 
engineering, formal courses are in operation at Toronto University, where 
there is a sub-critical reactor, McMaster University, which has a 2-MW pool 
reactor, Royal Military College in Kingston, Ontario, and l 'Ecole 
Polytechnique in Montreal. 

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Although Canada participates actively in formal international 

arrangements for co-operation in atomic energy, we believe that the 
informal communication that exists within the "invisible col leges" of 
workers in particular subject areas provides the most effective mechanism 
for promoting co-operation and good will. By participation at international 
scientific meetings, by visits and correspondence, and by receiving post
doctoral fellows in our laboratories, the network of personal relationships 
is developed. 
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Canada is a member of I A E A , an associate member of the European 
Nuclear Energy Agency ( E N E A ) and has ratified NPT. It has signed 
inter-governmental bilateral agreements for co-operation in the peaceful 
uses of atomic energy with Australia [ 4 0 ] , Euratom [ 4 1 ] , the Federal 
Republic of Germany [ 4 2 ] , India [ 4 3 , 4 4 ] , Japan [ 4 5 ] , Pakistan [ 46 ,47 ] , 
Spain [ 4 8 ] , Sweden [ 4 9 ] , Switzerland [ 5 0 , 5 1 ] , the United Kingdom [ 5 2 ] 
and the United States [ 5 2 ~ 5 7 ] . Formal agreements also have been signed 
between A E C L and agencies with similar responsibilities in four additional 
countries — France, Italy, Roumania and the Soviet Union. 

It is government policy to support the work of the I A E A , and the 
safeguards responsibilities arising from two bilateral agreements have been 
transferred to the I A E A [ 5 8 , 5 9 ] . 

Canada also supports the I A E A in its efforts to bring nuclear 
technology to bear on the problems of development. It makes its experts 
available for I A E A programs, and receives trainees sponsored by the I A E A 
from developing countries. Under the Co lombo Plan, Canada helped to 
provide India with the C IRUS reactor which fol lows the N R X design 
[ 6 0 ] . Later, agreements between Canada and India made provision for the 
building of RAPP , the nuclear power station in Rajasthan state, with 
export credits guaranteed by the government o f Canada. R A P P follows the 
Douglas Point design and the agreements made provision for training of 
Indian operators by A E C L and Ontario Hydro. The K A N U P P nuclear 
power station near Karachi in Pakistan also fol lows basic C A N D U prin
ciples, but with some design variations worked out by Canadian General 
Electric, the principal Canadian supplier. Again the government of Canada 
guaranteed the necessary loans, and Pakistani trainees have been received 
by A E C L and Ontario Hydro. 

Various other bilateral and multilateral arrangements have been 
worked out for the supply of Canadian nuclear equipment, particularly 
6 0 Co gamma irradiators, to developing countries. 

The most recent overseas reactor project involved the commercial 
sale of a research reactor of N R X type to Taiwan. Engineering respon
sibility is entrusted to the Canatom consortium, and A E C L has provided 
training for the Taiwanese staff that will operate the reactor. 
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